Uterine influences on embryogenesis and early placentation in the horse revealed by transfer of day 10 embryos to day 3 recipient mares
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Abstract

Eight day 10 horse embryos were transferred non-surgically to recipient mares that had ovulated 7 days after the donors. The embryonic vesicle was seen ultrasonographically in all eight recipients, and three out of eight (38%) of the vesicles developed an embryo proper with a beating heart. Conceptus expansion was initially slower than that in control mares but continued until day 22 (recipient day 15). Time of fixation of the vesicle was related to its diameter, rather than uterine stage. Although the embryo proper first appeared ultrasonographically on day 22, as normal, it grew more slowly and the allantois expanded more slowly than that in control mares with normal pregnancies. The development of endometrial cups and their secretion of equine chorionic gonadotropin in the two mares allowed to remain pregnant to \( t > 50 \) days occurred at a conceptus age \( t \) days later than that in the control mares. The results demonstrated the uniqueness of the horse conceptus in being able to overcome a 7-day asynchrony with the uterus, and also highlighted the overriding influence of the uterine environment on conceptus development in the mare.
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Introduction

Equids stand out among the large domestic animal species by having an embryo that takes as long as 6 days to traverse the oviduct and enter the uterus (Battut et al. 1997), a conceptus that remains spherical due to its envelopment by a tough glycoprotein capsule between days 6.5 and 23 after ovulation (Betteridge 1989, Oriol et al. 1993a, 1993b) and a conceptus that propels itself continually throughout the uterine lumen between days 6 and 17 after ovulation (Ginther 1983a) by means of its own release of prostaglandins \( F_2\alpha \) and \( E_2 \) (Stout & Allen 2001). Subsequently, a discrete, annulate band of specialized invasive trophoblast cells forms the chorionic girdle that peels off the fetal membranes at around day 36 and adheres to the overlying endometrium, thereby enabling the binucleate trophoblast cells to vigorously invade the endometrium (Allen et al. 1973, Stewart et al. 1995). There the girdle cells enlarge greatly to form the endometrial cups and begin to secrete the unusual gonadotropic hormone, equine chorionic gonadotropin (eCG).

The mechanisms that control the rate of development and differentiation of the equine conceptus, and both the rate and degree of development of the invasive chorionic girdle, have long aroused scientific interest due to the lack of stable attachment of the chorion to the endometrium until as late as days 40–42 after ovulation (Samuel et al. 1974, 1975). There is strong evidence that the uterine environment, perhaps acting via endometrial growth factor production, exerts an overriding influence on the development and subsequent secretory functions of the chorionic girdle (Allen et al. 1993).

The importance of the uterine environment to embryonic development was first highlighted by Nicholas (1933), who showed that altering the degree of synchrony between donor and recipient rats influenced the success of embryo transfers. Further work in other species highlighted the importance of uterine–embryo synchrony and the effects of the early uterine environment on the subsequent development of the embryo (see Pope 1988 for a review). For example, ovine embryos increase their rate of cell division when exposed to an advanced uterus (Wilmut et al. 1985) or slow down their development after transfer to a less advanced uterus (Wilmut & Sales 1981, Lawson et al. 1983). Furthermore, although ovine embryonic survival following asynchronous transfer is only slightly less than maximum when...
the interval between donor and recipient differs by 2 days, pregnancy failure is almost inevitable when the level of asynchrony is increased to 3 days (Moore & Shelton 1964, Rowson & Moor 1966).

In this paper, successful transfer of horse embryos to recipient mares that ovulated 7 days later than the donors lends strong support to the concept of dominant uterine control over embryogenesis and fetal membrane development in equids.

Results

Embryo survival

All nine control pregnancies showed echogenically normal development. An embryo proper with a heartbeat was observed ultrasonographically in these animals between days 20 and 22 of gestation. Out of the eight day 10 embryos transferred to the day 3 recipient mares, three showed delayed, but otherwise echogenically normal, development. Two others failed to develop an embryo with a discernable heartbeat and the vesicles degenerated and eventually disappeared at days 33 and 35 respectively (recipient days 26 and 28). In both of these mares, a tiny embryo was detected ultrasonographically on day 20 (recipient day 13); in one mare, it was not seen again (Fig. 1.1–1.4a), and in the other, despite an initial enlargement of the allantos around day 28 (recipient day 21), the embryo never exhibited a detectable heartbeat (Fig. 1.1–1.4b). One further transferred embryo developed into an anembryonic trophoblast vesicle that degenerated at around embryo day 34 (recipient day 27; Fig. 1.1–1.4c) and the remaining two transferred embryos that appeared normal in the recipient uteri 2 days after transfer (Fig. 1.1–1.2d), had disappeared completely by the next scan 2 days later when an injection of 250 µg of the prostaglandin F2α analogue, cloprostenol (Estrumate; Schering-Plough, Middlesex, UK) was administered to induce luteolysis and a return to estrus.

The size of the embryo at the time of transfer was a significant factor in determining its ability to survive to the heartbeat stage in the recipient’s uterus. The mean ± S.E.M. diameter of the three surviving embryos was 2.54 ± 0.23 mm, compared with 4.55 ± 0.26 mm for the five embryos that did not survive (P = 0.002). However, despite this initial distinction, no further differences in vesicle diameter were observed between surviving versus non-surviving embryos at later stages of development between 12 and 20 days (P > 0.05 in all cases). Therefore, mean ± S.E.M. embryo expansion over the initial 2 days post-transfer was greater in surviving versus non-surviving embryos (142.6 ± 14.8 vs. 87.5 ± 14.6% increase in diameter respectively; P = 0.049). Figure 2 shows the mean embryonic vesicle diameters of the six transferred embryos that survived past day 14 compared with those in nine control pregnancies in mares inseminated normally. Mean vesicle diameter of the transferred embryos was significantly lower than that of the controls on days 12, 14, and 16 (P ≤ 0.01, in all cases), showed no difference on days 18 and 20 (P > 0.05), and was significantly greater on day 22 (P = 0.005).

In the three mares that remained pregnant, one was given an injection of 250 µg cloprostenol on recipient day 29 to induce luteolysis and expulsion of the conceptus, and the pregnancies were allowed to continue in the other two mares. One of these (CB) was subsequently killed on recipient day 62 and her uterus removed intact for the recovery of biopsies of endometrial cups and the allantochorion–endometrium implantation interface. The second mare (RL) underwent an intra-uterine videoendoscopic examination on recipient day 62 to view the fetus, allantochorion, and endometrial cups before therapeutic abortion.

Conceptus development

In the three asynchronous recipient mares that maintained their pregnancies to the heartbeat stage, expansion of the embryonic vesicle was initially slower than that of a conventional pregnancy. However, the expansion rate increased markedly once the recipient reached day 7 so that, by the time the transferred embryo reached day 18, the vesicle was equivalent in size to a conventional day 18 conceptus, despite being in a day 11 uterus (Fig. 3). The embryonic vesicle remained spherical in these recipient mares until as late as embryo days 20–22 (recipient days 13–15), after which it became increasingly irregular due to disproportionate thickening of the dorsal (mesometrial) endometrial folds (Fig. 4.2b–d and 4.3b–d). Fixation of the embryo had occurred at embryo days 16–18 (recipient days 9–11). Although a very small echogenic spot, presumably representing an embryo proper, was visible in the ventral quadrant of the still spherical vesicle on embryo day 22 (recipient day 15), this was not seen again clearly until a much bigger embryo with a demonstrably beating heart became visible ultrasonographically at embryo days 26–28 (recipient days 19–21; Fig. 4.2b–d and 4.4b–d). In two out of the three ongoing pregnancies, at conceptus days 33–35 (recipient days 26–28), the development of the fetal membranes was such that half the volume of the spherical conceptus was occupied by allantois and the other half by yolk sac; hence, they were ultrasonographically more similar in appearance to a day 28 horse conceptus than the 33- to 35-day conceptuses they were chronologically supposed to be (Fig. 5.2a–d and 5.3a–d); the third conceptus lagged behind these two in terms of expansion of the allantois.

The two pregnancies that were allowed to proceed past conceptus day 33 (recipient day 28) showed further expansion of the allantoic cavity and regression of the yolk sac, resulting in the eventual coming together of
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the membranes and associated vessels to form the umbilical cord (Fig. 5.4b-c). The cord, in both cases, was attached at the correct dorsal orientation. Further development of these two pregnancies, up to the time of termination at recipient day 62, appeared normal as judged ultrasonographically and grossly, either videoendoscopically or at post-mortem.

Endocrinological changes and endometrial cup development

In all six recipient mares in which the transferred embryos survived beyond recipient day 14, luteolysis did not occur and peripheral progesterone levels remained elevated, even in the absence of an embryo proper with a heartbeat (Fig. 6). Progesterone profiles for the two mares in which the embryo was no longer visible at recipient day 7 are also shown in Fig. 6. No difference existed in the progesterone profiles of the recipient mares in which the embryos survived more than 4 days versus those in which they failed ($P > 0.05$).

As shown in Fig. 7a, in the two mares in which pregnancy continued beyond formation of the endometrial cups, eCG first became detectable in the serum on conceptus day 42 or 43 (recipient days 35–36) and, hence, 6–7 days later, in terms of conceptus age, than the time of detection in the blood of nine control mares monitored similarly while carrying their own normal horse conceptuses conceived by conventional artificial insemination (Fig. 7b). A sharp rise in
The mean (±S.E.M.) diameter of vesicles in pregnancies resulting from artificial insemination (days 10–22; n = 9; closed circles) and following transfer of day 10 embryos to day 3 recipients (embryo days 10–24; n = 6; open circles). Individual vesicle diameters of the transferred embryos are shown for those that developed an embryo with a heartbeat (triangles) and those that did not (squares).

Discussion

In the horse, previous studies have shown maximum pregnancy rates to be achieved when the embryos are transferred to the recipients that have ovulated between 1 day before and 3 days after the donor (Allen 1982, Squires et al. 1982, Stout 2003, 2006). That pregnancies resulted despite 7 days asynchrony between donor and recipient mares in three instances in the present experiment is quite remarkable in comparison with other species. For example, Moore & Shelton (1964) and Lawson et al. (1975) both established convincingly that a negative asynchrony (i.e., recipient ovulates after the donor) of 2 days is the maximum achievable in the cow and sheep, while Polge & Dziuk (1970) similarly established a limit of positive or negative asynchrony of 2 days in the pig.

The spherical shape of the horse conceptus, contrasting with the elongated conceptuses of the sheep, cow, and pig between 10 and 16 days after ovulation, combined with the very rapid post-ovulation rise in maternal serum progesterone concentrations in the mare (Allen & Sanderson 1987) compared with the other domestic species (Wathes & Lamming 1995), and the very late stage for implantation and stable placental attachment in the mare (Amoroso 1952), may all contribute to widening the level of embryo–uterus asynchrony tolerated by the mare. The sharp rise in progesterone secretion after ovulation is likely to be the most significant of these factors by its rapid stimulation of histotroph secretion by the endometrial glands by the time the embryo enters the uterus on day 6.

In the present experiment, no significant differences were seen in the progesterone profiles of the recipient mares in which the transferred embryo survived versus those in which it either failed to develop a beating heart or survived for only a few days. Evidence from other species suggests that progesterone promotes changes in the uterine environment, which act to alter the course of embryo development. For example, sheep embryos from day 4 donors were retarded when placed in uteri 2 or 3 days behind and they failed to advance beyond the blastocyst stage (Lawson et al. 1983). However, day 10 sheep embryos could be transferred successfully to day 6 recipients if the latter received daily injections of progesterone from the day of estrus to advance the uterine environment (Lawson & Cahill 1983). Likewise, in cattle, higher systemic progesterone in the immediate post-conception period is associated with an increase in embryonic growth rate, interliveron-α production, and pregnancy rate (Garrett et al. 1988, Carter et al. 2008). In the horse, embryonic size and/or survival are not affected by administered progesterone (Weithenauer et al. 1989, Ball et al. 1992) or endogenous progesterone levels (Stout et al. 2004). Nevertheless, Zavy et al. (1979a, 1979b, 1982) demonstrated that changes in uterine protein secretions occur over time in relation to the number of days the uterus is under the dominance of endogenous progesterone, and Hinrichs et al. (1989) showed likewise with exogenous progesterone. Hence, in the horse, the duration, rather than the systemic level, of progesterone is the overriding influence on the uterine secretion of histotroph, which would explain the lack of any differences in progesterone profiles between the surviving and non-surviving transferred embryos in the present experiment.

The stage-specific changes in the uterine environment under the influence of progesterone are highlighted by the growth rate of the day 10 embryos transferred to the day 3 uteri. In normal pregnancy, once the embryo enters the uterus on day 6, its growth is exponential from day 6 until approximately day 15 (Ginther 1983a, Leith & Ginther 1984). Ultrasonographically, the embryonic vesicle can be seen to expand rapidly between days 11 and 15 of gestation (Ginther et al. 1985, Ginther 1986, Romagnano et al. 1989) after which expansion slows and then plateaus at around day 18. The delayed rapid expansion phase noted in the
transferred day 10 embryos, corresponding to recipient days 7–13, continued to a later stage than would normally be the case. Hence, vesicle diameter eventually surpassed that of similar stage synchronous, control embryos. Because a marked increase in myometrial tone in the pregnant equine uterus between days 17–26 has been suggested as one factor in the plateau in normal conceptus enlargement that occurs during this time period (Ginther 1998), the continued increase in vesicle diameter of the transferred embryos after day 18 (recipient day 11) may, in part, be explained by an absence of an increase in uterine tone.

Conceivably, the embryo transfer procedure per se, rather than the degree of asynchrony between donor and recipient, could have influenced the post-transfer expansion and development of the transferred versus the control embryos in the present study. This is, however, unlikely in view of the results of a recent study that showed no significant difference in the diameters of embryonic vesicles derived from synchronous embryo transfer versus those from normal matings (Newcombe & Cuervo-Arango 2008).

Although the exact method of embryonic expansion remains unclear in the horse (Enders et al. 1993, Waelchli et al. 1997, Crews et al. 2007, Budik et al. 2008), the day 10 embryo certainly has the capacity to expand. Thus, its initial reduced expansion, compared with the controls, when placed in the day 3 uterus, could be a reflection of the uterine milieu. Therefore, as already implied, it is likely that uterine factors conducive to embryonic expansion are stage specific and are not expressed until the uterus has been under the influence.
of progesterone for a set interval post-ovulation. Although others have noted that the equine embryo can continue to expand normally for a time in the absence of maternal progesterone after prostaglandin administration (Ginther 1985, Kastelic et al. 1987, Chu et al. 1997), and can develop up to the heartbeat stage following ovariectomy on day 12 (Kastelic et al. 1987), this is after the initial rise in progesterone concentrations following ovulation.

Although the cessation of embryo mobility was judged only on the basis of conceptus location between alternate day scans, conceptus size, rather than uterine stage, appeared to be the determining factor in conceptus fixation. Hence, this particular aspect of development appears to be predominantly influenced by the conceptus. This would concur with Gastal et al. (1996), who noted that fixation occurred earlier for larger embryos. Furthermore, Bergfelt & Ginther's (1996) reported that similar sized vesicles fixed a day earlier in ponies than horses due to the smaller uterine horn diameter of the former, and suggests that relative size of the conceptus and uterus is important in determining the time of fixation. Other factors have been implicated in influencing fixation of the conceptus, namely the increase in uterine tone and associated decrease in uterine diameter (Ginther 1983b, Griffin & Ginther 1991, Bonafas et al. 1994, Bergfelt & Ginther 1996) and desialylation of the capsule (Betteridge 2000). The aforementioned increase in uterine tone around day 17 after ovulation still occurred in the recipient mares in the

Figure 4 Conceptus development between days 20 and 26 of gestation in a synchronous control pregnancy (4.1-4a) compared with that of day 10 embryos that developed a beating heart following transfer to asynchronous uteri (4.1-4b-d). At day 20 of gestation, the embryo proper (E) and the hypertrophy of the dorsal endometrial folds (asterisk) can be seen clearly in the control pregnancy (4.1a) compared with the still spherical vesicle devoid of an embryo proper in the transferred embryos (4.1b–d). The embryo proper (E) becomes just visible in the transferred pregnancies on day 22 (recipient day 15; 4.2 b–d). By conceptus day 26, the allantoic cavity (AC) is clearly visible in the control conceptus (4.4a) but is still absent from the transferred embryos (4.4b–d). P, embryo age; Ov, days post-ovulation of recipient or control mare. Scale bar, 1 cm.
present experiment, even in the presence of the now stationary 24-day conceptus, as indicated by the change in shape of the embryonic vesicle associated with the increased uterine turgidity and thickening of the mesometrial uterine wall.

In the present experiment, regardless of its developmental competence, the presence of a day 10 transferred embryo suppressed luteolysis, despite the fact that (i) movement of the vesicle had ceased by recipient days 9–11, and (ii) at the time when the suppression of luteolysis is assumed to occur (i.e., days 10–16), the conceptus was already 17–23 days old, and in the normal course of events, maternal recognition of pregnancy (MRP) would have already occurred. Hence, it may be concluded that either the day 10 horse embryo can act to suppress luteolysis for at least a further 7 days or that the MRP signal is very long acting. Rivera del Alamo et al. (2008) found that inserting a 20 mm water-filled plastic ball into the uterus of mares at 2–4 days after ovulation induced a prolongation of luteal function in 9 out of 12 treated mares, with concomitant decreases in PGF$_{2\alpha}$ metabolites in their peripheral plasma between days 11 and 16. This result argues against an obligation for either movement or the release of a MRP signal to achieve luteostasis.

Little is known about the processes of cell proliferation and morphogenesis in the equine conceptus, particularly the embryo proper. In the present experiment, development of the embryo proper was slower than in a normal synchronous pregnancy. This may have been due

Figure 5 Conceptus development between days 30 and 40 of gestation in a synchronous control pregnancy (5.1-4a) compared with that of the day 10 embryos that developed an embryo proper with a beating heart following transfer to asynchronous uteri (5.1-4b–d). At day 30 of gestation, the control conceptus shows enlargement of the allantoic cavity (AC) and regression of the yolk sac cavity (YSC) such that the each represents approximately one-half of the conceptus (5.1a). Although the conceptus in asynchronous mare CB shows slight enlargement of the allantoic cavity (AC; 5.1b) at the same age, this is not apparent at all in the other two conceptuses until day 33 (5.1c-d). By day 40 of gestation, the umbilical cord (UC) is clearly visible in the control pregnancy (5.4a), while in the recipient mares carrying the asynchronous transferred embryos the yolk sac cavity (YSC) is still visible (5.4b-c). P, embryo age; Ov, days post-ovulation of recipient or control mare. Scale bar, 1 cm.
to modifications of the availability and/or binding of growth factors such as insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1; see Simmen et al. 1995 for a review). IGF1 is known to be present in the yolk sac fluid of the conceptus, in uterine flush fluid, and in the endometrium of mares between days 12 and 18 of pregnancy (Salute & Tucker 1992, Walters et al. 2001) and the equine conceptus is known to bind IGFs at least from day 10 after ovulation (Herrler et al. 2000). The equine conceptus also produces significant quantities of estrogen from day 12 (Flood et al. 1979, Heap et al. 1982, Raeside et al. 2004).

In the pig, endometrial IGF1 gene expression increases in early pregnancy and peaks on days 12–13, coincidentally with the secretion of estrogens by the elongating conceptus (Simmen et al. 1990, 1992). These embryonic estrogens upregulate fibroblast-like growth factor 7 (FGF7), which, in turn, stimulates proliferation and differentiation of trophoderm cells (Ka et al. 2000, 2001). Premature exposure of the pig’s endometrium to estrogen prior to the normal period of its secretion by the conceptus alters gene expression patterns in the endometrium (Giesert et al. 2006) and premature proteolysis of IGF-binding proteins within the uterus on day 10 and a premature decline in uterine luminal IGF1 content results in embryonic death (Ashworth et al. 2005). Although Walters et al. (2001) failed to modulate IGF1 production in equine endometrial explants in vitro with estrogen, the possibility, nonetheless, exists that asynchronous embryo transfer may expose the uterus to conceptus estrogens at an inappropriate time which, in turn, may modulate the production of specific growth factors, thereby leading to alterations in growth and development of the embryo.

The results of this experiment strongly suggest that uterine environment exerts an influence upon the rate of development of the fetal membranes, especially the invasive component of the trophoblast, the chorionic girdle. In both recipient mares in which the pregnancy was allowed to proceed to beyond day 50, the chorionic girdle cells did not invade the endometrium and begin to secrete eCG into the maternal circulation until conceptus day 42 or 43. This equated to the 35–36 days post-ovulation when chorionic girdle invasion would have been expected to have occurred in normal horse pregnancies (Allen & Moor 1972). Since it was impossible ultrasonographically to determine when girdle formation occurred in the asynchronous embryos, it could be argued that the delayed girdle invasiveness resulted from the delayed uterine receptivity rather than the delayed girdle cell development. However, the highly invasive nature of mature, day 33 chorionic girdle cells in vitro, and their ability to invade both diestrous and estrous endometrial explants and a variety of other equine tissue types make this unlikely (Meadows et al. 1995, Meadows 1996).
We showed previously that the transfer of mule embryos to the uteri of jenny donkeys results in the formation of much broader and more eCG productive endometrial cups than would be the case if the mule embryo was left in its natural horse mother (Allen et al. 1993). Thus, the mule embryo develops and behaves like a hinny embryo when placed in a donkey uterus, thereby reflecting the overriding influence of uterine environment on development of at least the invasive component of the fetal membranes. Similarly, in the present experiment, placing the horse embryos asynchronously into less advanced uteri (in terms of the length of exposure to the elevated progesterone levels of diestrus) caused a delay in the rate of development of the conceptus, as evidenced both by the ultrasonographically observed delay in the replacement of the yolk sac by the allantois during days 23–35 of gestation and the delay in the invasion of the chorionic girdle to form the eCG-secreting endometrial cups and the rise in serum progesterone concentrations from secondary corpora lutea.

When considering the possible intra-uterine mechanism that might cause such delay in chorionic girdle maturation and endometrial cup development, the mitogenic growth factor, epidermal growth factor (EGF), is one likely candidate. Gerstenberg et al. (1999) showed that EGF mRNA is upregulated in the epithelial cells lining the apical portions of the endometrial glands at 33–35 days of gestation. Furthermore, this sudden upregulation of the EGF message in the endometrium can be mimicked precisely in anestrous or ovarioectomized mares by the daily administration of exogenous progesterone, but only after 35 days of continuous treatment; fewer than 33 days continuous administration was not accompanied by any detectable EGF mRNA in the endometrial tissues (Gerstenberg et al. 1999). This being so, it is interesting to speculate that endometrial EGF, in addition to allantoic hepatocyte growth factor-scatter factor (HGF-SF; Stewart et al. 1995), may be important in stimulating maturation of the chorionic girdle and its ability to secrete eCG; previous experiments involving the in vitro culture of chorionic girdle tissue recovered at selected stages of gestation between 28 and 35 days after ovulation revealed that the girdle cells mature and progressively acquire the ability to secrete eCG between days 30 and 35 of gestation (RM Moor, DF Antczak and WR Allen, unpublished observations). Thus, it is entirely conceivable that, in the two mares CB and RL in the present study, EGF secretion by the endometrial glands and HGF-SF secretion by the allantoic mesoderm were both controlled by the length of time that the uterus had been under the influence of progesterone. That is, uterine stage rather than conceptus age.

In the equine fetus and its extraembryonic membranes, specific patterns of development clearly depend upon ordered processes of cell proliferation, migration and differentiation, and upon a complex, stage-specific interaction between the conceptus and the endometrium. The experiment described here has highlighted the remarkably large window of uterine asynchrony that a day 10 horse embryo will tolerate. This model will provide a means of studying early maternal-embryonic interactions in the mare.

Materials and Methods

Mare management and embryo recovery

Follicular development and ovulation in control, donor, and recipient Thoroughbred experimental mares were monitored by daily ultrasound scanning of their ovaries during estrus, combined with daily measurements of serum progesterone concentrations (Allen & Sanderson 1987). Control and donor mares were inseminated once with 300×10⁶ to 500×10⁶ freshly collected, extended stallion spermatozoa when they exhibited a dominant ovarian follicle of ≥35 mm diameter. All mares received a single i.m. injection of 0.75 mg of the GnRH analogue, deslorelin (BET Pharm Laboratories, Kentucky, KY, USA), to induce ovulation of the mature follicle 40–42 h later (Fleury et al. 2004).

On day 10 after ovulation (day 0), the uterus of each donor mare was flushed twice with 500–1000 ml of a commercial embryo transfer flushing medium (Emcare Complete; ICPhbio Ltd, Auckland, New Zealand) using a standard two-way silicone 28 French embryo flushing catheter (Stallion Foley Catheter; SurgiVet, Waukesha, WI, USA). The flushing medium was recovered by gravity and the flow was halted as soon as the embryo appeared in the embryo filter. After microscopic assessment and measurement of its diameter, the embryo was washed with a commercial holding and transfer medium (Emcare Hold; ICPhbio Ltd) and transferred non-surgically to the designated recipient mare.

Embryo transfer

Eight day 10 embryos, with a mean (±S.E.M.) diameter of 3.80±0.41 mm, were transferred each in 2.5–3.0 ml of embryo transfer medium, using the equine embryo transfer method described by Wilsher & Allen (2004), to the uteri of recipient mares that had ovulated only 3 days previously, thereby creating a donor-recipient asynchrony of 7 days.

Conceptus growth and endocrinological monitoring of control and recipient mares

Beginning 2 days after embryo transfer, or 12 days after ovulation, the uteri of the recipient or control mares respectively were scanned on alternate days to record the position, diameter, and ultrasonographic features of the conceptus. The diameter of the vesicle was measured ultrasonographically six times to obtain a mean measurement. Peripheral blood samples were recovered on alternate days by jugular venipuncture. The serum was decanted after centrifugation and subsequently assayed for prostaglandin concentrations, using the amplified enzyme-linked immunoassay (AELIA) described by Allen & Sanderson (1987), and for eCG concentrations using the AELIA described by Allen et al. (2002).
Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using a computer software package (SigmaStat v. 2.03; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). One-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey test was used to determine differences in the embryonic vesicle growth at different stages of development. Statistical significance was set at P≤0.05. In addition, one-way RM ANOVA was used to determine whether the levels of progesterone in the recipient mares’ blood affected the likelihood of a transferred embryo surviving.
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